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Abstract—A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is an adversarial learning approach which empowers conventional deep learning
methods by alleviating the demands of massive labeled datasets. However, GAN training can be computationally-intensive limiting its
feasibility in resource-limited edge devices. In this paper, we propose an approximate GAN (ApGAN) for accelerating GANs from both
algorithm and hardware implementation perspectives. First, inspired by the binary pattern feature extraction method along with
binarized representation entropy, the existing Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN) algorithm is modified by binarizing the weights for a
specific portion of layers within both the generator and discriminator models. Further reduction in storage and computation resources is
achieved by leveraging a novel hardware-configurable in-memory addition scheme, which can operate in the accurate and approximate
modes. Finally, a memristor-based processing-in-memory accelerator for ApGAN is developed. The performance of the ApGAN
accelerator on different data-sets such as Fashion-MNIST, CIFAR-10, STL-10, and celeb-A is evaluated and compared with recent
GAN accelerator designs. With almost the same Inception Score (IS) to the baseline GAN, the ApGAN accelerator can increase the
energy-efficiency by ∼28.6× achieving 35-fold speedup compared with a baseline GPU platform. Additionally, it shows 2.5× and 5.8×
higher energy-efficiency and speedup over CMOS-ASIC accelerator subject to an 11% reduction in IS.
Index Terms—Generative adversarial network, in-memory processing platform, neural network acceleration, hardware mapping.
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I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY , deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [1] have shown impressive performance for
computer vision, e.g. image recognition tasks, achieving
close to human-level perception rates. These neural network
models are usually trained using a supervised approach,
which limits scalability due to the requirement for largescale labeled data-sets. The processing demands of highdepth CNNs spanning hundreds of layers face serious challenges for their tractability in terms of memory and computation resources and because of so-called “CNN power
and memory wall” phenomena, conventional processing platforms such as CPU cannot perform this training step. This
has been motivating the development of alternative approaches in both SW/HW domains to improve conventional
CNN efficiency.
In algorithm-based approaches, use of quantizing parameters [2], and network binarization [3] have been
explored extensively to eliminate the need for intensive Multiplication-And-Accumulate (MAC) operations. Recently, utilizing weights with low bit-width and activations
reduces both model size and computing complexity [3].
For instance, performing bit-wise convolution between the
inputs and low bit-width weights has been demonstrated
in [3] by converting conventional MAC operations into
their corresponding AND-bitcount operations. Meanwhile
to improve computing efficiency of CNNs from the hardware point of view extensive studies for developing deep
learning accelerators using GPUs and FPGAs have been researched. However, within conventional isolated computing
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units and memory elements interconnected via buses, there
are serious challenges, such as limited memory bandwidth
channels, long memory access latency, significant congestion
at I/O chokepoints, and high leakage power consumption
[4], [5].
Processing-in-Memory (PIM) paradigms built on top
of non-volatile devices, such as Resistive Random Access
Memory (ReRAM) [6], [7], Magnetic RAM (MRAM) [8],
[9], and Phase Change Memory (PCM) [10] have been
introduced to address the aforementioned concerns, such
as memory bottlenecks and high leakage power dissipation
that has become increasingly prominent with technology
scaling. Due to the interesting features of Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technology such as near-zero standby power,
high integration density, compatibility with CMOS fabrication processes, and radiation-hardness, they offer some
promising attributes for in-memory processing implementations including the realization of logic functions along with
an inherent state-holding capability.
Due to the abovementioned challenges, semi-supervised
and unsupervised learning models, such as the Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) algorithm [11], especially Deep
convolutional GANs (DCGANs) [12], are of increasing interest. The DCGAN architecture is composed of two separate
models. A discriminator model (D) that estimates the probability of a given sample being legitimate or counterfeit. It
is trained as a detective to discern between fake samples
and real ones. Whereas, the other model, known as the
generator (G), samples a uniform random noise input and
also captures the real data distribution to generate images
as real as possible to deceive the discriminator, as shown
in Fig. 1. Basically, this realizes a zero-sum game between
the two models. Based on the GAN structure, two training
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Fig. 1: GAN structure. D downsamples the input data, while
G is given a uniform noise distribution to generate fake
samples 1 . In 2 , fine-tuning of training is performed.
processes, i.e. consisting of four forward and four backward
passes are required, which are more sophisticated than CNN
training with one forward pass and one backward pass.
Therefore, implementing an efficient accelerator for GAN
using the existing designs for energy and area -constrained
IoT nodes, is vital but challenging.
In this paper, to make GAN suitable for resource-limited
edge devices, the advancements from both algorithm and
hardware architecture perspectives to efficiently accelerate
GAN training are deployed. The existing GAN algorithm
is modified by replacing the multiplications in convolution
layers in the generator (G) model and in the discriminator
(D) model, with less complex and more efficient subtraction
and addition. In summary, our major contributions in this
paper can be listed as follows:
1) We introduce a partial replacement approach which
can find the locations of layers in both G and D networks
to be quantized in a way to achieve the best performance,
a maximum number of quantized layers and lowest accuracy loss. It can massively reduce the required storage
and computational resources in the inference paths with the
minimum performance degradation compared to the fullprecision model.
2) Further improvement in the performance efficiency
of systems such as energy and area reduction is achieved by
developing a new approximate arithmetic unit. To avoid unacceptable error in output behaviors a partial approximate
computing datapath consisting of a precise adder and an
approximate adder is developed.
3) We propose a PIM accelerator for GAN, namely
ApGAN, based on memristor computational sub-arrays and
ultra-low power activation function to efficiently accelerate
its training within the non-volatile memory. Moreover, we
present a pipeline computation optimization approach to
further enhance the training efficiency of ApGAN in hardware level.
4) Finally, the evaluation of system accuracy in different
data precision and the system performance in speed and
energy are carried out. Applying steps 1 to 3 causes an
extensive reduction in energy and area as well, whereas an
acceptable accuracy is achieved. Our experimental results
show that it improves the energy-efficiency and speed by
∼21× and 35.5× speedup compared with GPU platform.

2

DCGAN R EVIEW

Compared to conventional CNN topologies, realization of
Deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [12] implementations

2

have several constraints: a) the strided convolutions and
fractional-strided convolutions on D and G, respectively, are
utilized instead of the pooling layers; b) Although in the last
layer of both D and G models, Sigmoid and Tanh activations
are highly used, in the other layers of G and D models, ReLU
and LeakyReLU activations are utilized, respectively; and c)
batch normalization is leveraged on both D and G models
to stabilize the training process.
DCGANs are composed of two learning subnetworks,
a generator (G) as a deconvolutional neural network and
a discriminator (D) as a CNN. Usually, these are developed as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), which are trained
simultaneously. Despite traditional unsupervised learning
techniques, in GAN, feature representations can be learned
from raw data, which results in higher accuracy. The generator learning model can be optimized to produce deceptive
samples to fool the discriminator, whereas the discriminator
learning model is trained in a way to distinguish the real
samples from the artificial ones. The entire process is similar
to a 2-player minimax game, which is expressed by:

minG maxD V (D, G) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] +
 (1)
Ez∼pz (z) [log 1 − D(G(z)) ]
where pdata (x) is the distribution of data and z is the noise
vector. By leveraging minibatch of data samples from D and
fake images from G, we minimize V (D, G) regarding G by
assuming fixed D and maximize it regarding elements of D
by assuming fixed G. Due to the nature of zero-sum game,
each of D and G models try to improve their performance,
finding a Nash equilibrium point [13], in a non-cooperative
manner, which in turn causes several issues like no guarantee for convergence. Some of the most recent and promising
advancements in GAN training algorithms are Wasserstein
GAN (WGAN) [14], WGAN with weight clipping (WGANCP) [15], and WGAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP)
[15] leveraging modified loss functions. WGAN algorithm
uses Wasserstein distance as a quantitative scheme to measure the distance between two probability distributions. Further improvements can be achieved by limiting the trained
weights of D in a certain range in WGAN-CP and utilizing
gradient penalty in WGAN-GP training algorithms.
Although GAN, particularly DCGAN, can be considered
as a dominant algorithm for unsupervised learning technique, which is useful for self-learning IoT nodes [16], its
deconvolution/convolutional layers occupy the largest portion of running time and consume significant computational
resources, which is crucial for IoT nodes. Therefore herein
we focus on developing an optimized in-memory accelerator for both types of layers via algorithm and hardware
co-design approach.

3

A PPROXIMATE GAN (A P GAN) A RCHITECTURE

Figure 2 depicts the general architecture for our deep
convolutional-based Approximate GAN (ApGAN), which
consists of four deconvolution and four convolution layers
for generator (G) and discriminator (D), respectively. In this
section, first, the training procedure of ApGAN is analyzed
with respect to the partially-quantized layers. Afterwards,
we introduce the method of partial approximate computing
to further improvement at the cost of lower accuracy.
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Fig. 2: Approximate GAN system and its training loop from
3.1

ApGAN Training

Since discriminator units are developed similar to conventional CNNs, all the proposed compression techniques such
as quantization and pruning can be applied in the same
way. However, due to the deconvolution process in G, local
to global mapping instead of the global to local mapping
process in D, leveraging these techniques have negative
effects on the developed compression methods. On the other
hand, as mentioned previously, GAN consumes massive
computational power for the training phase, in which two
distinct D and G models should be trained separately but
simultaneously.
Therefore, to enhance the efficiency of training and
facilitate hardware mapping, a novel training approach
including partially-quantized layers, i.e. wight binarization, and modification of the loss function presented in
[17], is introduced. Herein, both D and G networks are
trained using binarized weights (-1, +1), which results in
the elimination of the computationally expensive multiplication operations. ApGAN training includes a) forward
computation, computation phase, and b) backpropagation,
update phase. After producing a series of fake samples by
generator ( T1 ), both real and fake samples are imported
into the D network( T2 ). Next, regarding the output layer
of D, the error is calculated based on the gradient of the loss
function ( T3 ). Then T4 starts by feeding the error back into
D. After passing the error to each layer of D, the weight of
D are updated. Updating the G network starts by importing
artificial sample ( T5 ) into D ( T6 ). The loss for training G
is then computed ( T7 ) and back-propagated to G ( T8 ) to
update its weights.
The eight-step training process can be summarized into
three main phases, which are operating sequentially in
an iterative manner: I weight binarization and statistical
weight scaling, II binary weight-based inference to compute the loss function and III back propagation to update
full precision weights. In I , current full precision weights
are binarized by only taking the sign function, expressed in
Equation 2 and then the corresponding scaling factor will
be computed based on the current statistical distribution of
full precision weight.

+1, if y ≥ 0
Forward: b = sgn(y) =
(2)
−1, otherwise
In this case, the sign function is non-convex, which results in the gradient becoming zero. Thus, a standard backpropagation approach will be impractical due to the van-

T1

to

T8

.

ishing gradient problem. Several studies have performed to
make the sign function smooth by developing continuation
methods such as softsign [18] and appsign [19], in which
the original complex problem is split into several problems
that can be optimized easier by reducing the smoothing
rate steadily. Herein, due to similar observations between
appsign(.) and tanh(.) functions and also ease of implementation of tanh activation function in hardware perspective,
Equation 3 is considered in the forward path.

 +1, if y ≥ 0
y, if 1 ≥ y ≥ −1
appsign(y) =
 −1, if y ≤ −1
Forward: sign(y) = lim appsign (βy) ≈ lim tanh (βy)
β→∞

β→∞

(3)
In order to achieve a good binary representation, we
use the modified Binarized Representation Entropy (BRE)
regularization [17] to boost the variety of binary columns
in the low-dimensional layer [18]. The BRE is calculated
over a mini-batch of X = {x1 , ..., xK } including two terms,
marginal entropy (ME), and modified activation correlation
(MAC) [17].
d

`M E =

`M AC =

N
X
j,k=1,j6=k

1X
d j=1



2
K
1 X
(sk , j)
K
k=1

|STf,j . Sf,k |
.
PN
d
j,k=1,j6=k αk,j

(4)

αk,j

where sk is the activation vector of x ∈ X , while the
large parenthesis denotes the average of j th element of the
sk . Letter αk,j are weights regarding STf,j . Sf,k pairs, and
the sum in the denominator is defined as a normalization
constant. Therefore in II , the input mini-batch takes the
binarized model for inference and the loss function of the
discriminator will be calculated, which can be expressed as
follow:
L = λ1 .`D + λ2 .`M E + λ3 .`M AC
(5)
where, `D as adversarial loss is computed by Equation 1 and
λs (λ1 -λ3 ) are regularization constants. Whereas training
D is performed by Equation 5, the G model is trained by
`G = ||Ex∼pdata (x) f(x) − Ex∼pz (z) f(G(z))||22 , where the intermediate layer of D, penultimate layer, defines f(x). In III ,
the weights will be updated during back-propagation and
stochastic gradient descent is utilized to minimize the loss.

4

Last layer of G and
first layer of D show the
maximum binarization
error.
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Fig. 3: Number of layers and binarization error (be) w.r.t
degree of redundancy (ψ ).

Fig. 4: (a) ApGAN’s binary convolution, and (b) partial
approximate computing on three LSBs.

The next iteration starts to recompute the weight scaling
factor and binarize weights as described in step I .
To realize the possible layers to be quantized, in both
G and D networks, degree of redundancy parameter [20],
(ψ ) ≈ (ci − hi wi ), is utilized. This term is defined and
computed based on the input matrix dimension, where ci
is the number of channels, hi and wi are the number of
height and width, respectively. It has been proven that the
deconvolution layer with the negative value of ψ , which
indicates that the dimension of the input space is lower than
the dimension of the output space, is more susceptible to
binarization errors. The obtained results regarding ApGAN,
as shown in Fig. 3, depict deeper layers, i.e. layer 1 (4) in
D (G), generate the lowest values for degree of redundancy,
means biggest negative number, which causes the maximum
binarization errors. As a result, the shallower layers, layers
with a higher degree of redundancy, will be binarized. To
avoid further accuracy degradation in our ApGAN, all the
deconvolution layers in G except the last one and all the
convolution layers in D except the first and last layers1 are
quantized.

unit consisting of a Precise Adder (PA) and an Approximate Adder (ApA) is developed. As shown in Fig. 4(b),
the PA and ApA are used for the most significant bits
(MSBs) and the least significant bits (LSBs), respectively, in
a manner to maximize the accuracy and minimize energy
consumption. In order to find the optimal number of LSBs
for ApA, regarding accuracy and energy trade-off, PyTorch
implementation of ApGAN inspired by BGAN [19] and
BRE regularization [17] method combined with depthwise
separable convolution is developed and evaluated.

3.2

Partial Approximate Computing Unit

Approximate computing paradigms can improve metrics
such as energy, delay, and area at the cost of lower accuracy [21]. However, the technique needs to be applied
judiciously to avoid unacceptable error in output behaviors.
Nowadays, approximate computing paradigms have been
studied extensively to improve the performance efficiency
of systems such as energy and area reduction at the cost of
lower accuracy.
Figure 4(a) depicts the simplified computation of ApGAN’s binarized convolutional layers. Initially, c channels
(herein c = 4) in the size of kh × kw (herein 3×3 has
been used) are selected from input batch and accordingly
generates a combined batch w.r.t. the corresponding {-1,+1}
kernel batch. The combined batch is then mapped to the
designated computational sub-arrays of ApGAN accelerator
(detailed in Section 4). After this step, the main computation
is to perform full-precision addition/subtraction between
32-bit output feature maps. Since, implementation of the
whole design using approximate adders results in large
errors in outputs, herein, a partial approximate computing
1. These layers are kept in floating point, un-binarized, format.

4
4.1

A P GAN ACCELERATOR
Architecture

In order to address data transfer and computation limitations of various GAN architectures, we develop an inmemory accelerator for approximate GAN, based on memristive computational sub-array. In comparison to welltrained GANs using floating point operations on CPUs
and GPUs, ApGAN has the least computational complexity on the underlying hardware, due to the binarization
of weights in the forward path. The proposed accelerator
can execute the entire GAN training step discussed in the
previous sections and the forward path of training in both
discriminator and generator units is focused upon herein.
The architecture of ApGAN accelerator is shown in Fig.
5(a). It includes Image and Kernel sub-arrays, distributed
across the memory banks, which are storing the original
values of input feature-maps and weights, respectively.
It also contains the memristive computational sub-arrays
and an External Processing Unit (EPU) with five computational components (i.e. Binarizer, Activation Function, Batch
Normalization, Loss Functions 1 and 2). Mathematically,
a DConv can be implemented with a direct Conv [7].
This step is achieved by adding zeros, using zero padding
between inputs in the feature maps, and then computing
the convolution phase between the kernels and extended
input feature maps. Since, in the forward path the binarized
weights are utilized, all the DConv and Conv operations
are converted to subtraction/addition (sub/add). Here, we
give an overview of ApGAN accelerator’s functionality.
Initially, for each ApGAN layer, c channels in the size of
kh × kw are selected from input batch and accordingly
produce a combined batch to which is the corresponding
binary {-1,+1} kernel processing 1 performed by the EPU’s
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Fig. 6: Mapping and parallel in-memory addition within the
resistive computational sub-array of ApGAN.
ApGAN hardware instruction set at install time. ApGAN
basically supports three main instructions of in-memory
copy (consecutive read and write), MAJ3 and MAJ5. The
in-memory copy takes two operands corresponding to destination and source row addresses. MAJ3 and MAJ5 takes
the address of input operands and write back the result on a
destination row. Such instructions is directly copied/written
to a predefined memory-mapped address ranges, for example, in the memory type range registers (MTRRs), or
by programming to Memory-Mapped I/O regions that are
allocated through a simple device driver to do initialization/cleanup for required software memory structures. We
allotted the subsection 4.4 to the aforementioned explanation as highlighted in the manuscript.
4.5

Hardware Mapping

Figure 6 elaborates the required data organization and computation steps of ApGAN with a straightforward and intuitive example only considering the add operation. Clearly,
sub can be implemented based on add.
Considering n-activated sub-arrays with the size of x×y ,
each sub-array can handle the parallel add/sub of up to
x elements of m-bit (3m + 4 ≤ y ) and so ApGAN could
process n×x elements simultaneously within computational
sub-arrays to maximize the throughput. After the mapping
step 2 shown in Fig. 5(a), the parallel in-memory adder of
ApGAN accelerator operates to produce the output feature
maps. The memory sub-array organization for such parallel
computation is delineated in Fig. 6. Four reserved rows for
Carry results initialized by zero and 32 reserved rows are
considered for Sum results. Every pair of corresponding
elements to be added together have to be aligned in the
same bit-line. Herein, channel 1 (Ch1) and Ch2 should be
aligned in the same sub-array. Ch1 elements occupy the first
32 rows of the sub-array followed by Ch2 in the next 32
rows.
The addition algorithm starts bit-by-bit from the LSBs of
the two words and continues towards MSBs. We consider
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approximate computation for LSBs and accurate computation for MSBs based on conclusion drawn from algorithmlevel evaluations in Section 3.2. Figure 6 L.H.S. shows App.
LSB computation. There are 2 cycles for every bit-position
to perform such computation. In step one ( 1 in Fig. 6), two
WLs (accessing to LSBs of elements) and one reserved carry
row are enabled to generate Cout and Sumapp in parallel for
whole memory sub-array with Ctrl’s M3 command. During
step 2 , two WLs are activated to save back the results to the
designated locations. This carry-out bit overwrites the data
in the carry latch and becomes the carry-in of the next cycle.
This process is concluded after 2 × m cycles, where m is
a number of bits in its elements. Figure 6 R.H.S. shows an
Acc. MSB computation as a 4-cycle operation. In step 1 ,
two WLs (accessing to LSBs of elements) and one reserved
carry row are enabled to generate Cout in parallel. During
step 2 , three WLs are activated to store back the results of
Cout and Cout to the designated locations. Now, five WLs
are selected (step 3 ) to generate the Sumacc with Ctrl’s
M5 command and write it back (step 4 ) to the sub-array.
The Acc. MCB computation is concluded after 4 × m cycles,
where m is a number of bits in its elements.
4.6

Parallelism

Here, we design a Fully-Pipelined Computation mechanism
named FPC on top of the presented spatial parallelism (SP)
method in [7] to boost ApGAN performance. The input data
are usually processed in 8/32/64 batch size-b during the
training phase. For the sake of simplicity, Figure 7 depicts
FPC method with a batch size of 2. Obviously, regardless
of pipelining, GAN training takes b×(D1+D2+G) cycles.
Typically, if all inputs in the prior batch are processed,
a new batch can come into the pipeline. The key idea
behind FPC is to duplicate the data for intermediate layers
such that pipelining can be readily achieved in ApGAN.
Fig. 7 shows such pipeline forb1 and b2. Consider DL as
the discriminator’s layers, D1 needs DL+1+DL+(b-1) cycles,
where b-1 cycles is needed for draining a batch from a
pipeline. The (SP) method [7] proves that for each input
batch, as there is no data-dependency between the training
phases of discriminator, they can perform simultaneously.
We exploit the SP method in FPC, as shown Figure 7; D1
and D2 training phases occupy different computational subarrays and both Conv and DConv layers can be run at a
same time. Consider GL as the generator’s layers, D2 takes
GL+DL+1+DL+1+(b-1) latency for updating the D. Besides,
FPC takes advantage of this observation that after D2’s loss
function computation and back-propagation to GD4 layer,
the training of generator for different batches can be started
while the corresponding GD3 is being processed in D2. This
phase takes 2DL+2GL+2+(b-1).

5
5.1

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Experimental Setup and Results

In order to perform a fair comparison between our design
and the well-known GAN models, DCGAN, WGAN-CP,
and WGAN-GP, the same architecture including four convolution and deconvolution layers for D and G, respectively,
is leveraged.
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Fig. 8: Energy consumption vs. IS regarding number of approximated bits.

Fig. 7: Fully-paralleled training method for ApGAN.

Model
32-bit
DoReFa-Net [2]
DCGAN
TWN [28]
TGAN [29]
ApGAN
32-bit
DoReFa-Net [2]
WGAN-CP
TWN [28]
TGAN [29]
ApGAN
32-bit
DoReFa-Net [2]
WGAN-GP TWN [28]
TGAN [29]
ApGAN

CIFAR-10
5.46±0.2
1.2±0.003
1.09±0.003
4.52±0.1
5.01±0.08
4.69±0.15
3.84±0.09
4.26±0.07
3.76±0.07
4.46±0.15
5.51±0.008
4.70±0.05
4.45±0.05
4.98±0.01
5.08±0.05

STL-10
2.93±0.2
1.39±0.007
1.45±0.008
2.91±0.3
2.46±0.07
3.13±0.1
2.37±0.05
2.78±0.06
2.31±0.09
2.93±0.1
3.04±0.09
2.31±0.012
2.68±0.015
2.81±0.05
2.61±0.09

where x is an image, y is the output label which will be
predicted, and DKL (p|q) is the KL divergence between two
distributions, p and q . A high IS2 illustrates diversity and
clarity among generated images and it is achieved if p(y|x)
is low entropy, means that the generated image includes
clear objects, and p(y) is high entropy, which indicates a
high diversity of images from all categories.
Results and Analysis: Herein, several sets of experiments on both CIFAR-10 and STL-10 using DCGAN,
WGAN-CP, and WGAN-GP are conducted. First, GAN
networks are trained using 32-bit floating point number
weights as the baseline. Next, several variant GANs are
trained from scratch. Since the GAN training phase usually
suffers from training instability and convergence problems,
the change of IS is monitored after each epoch, which helps
us to observe the stability of the proposed method compared
to the full precision models.
Figure 8 depicts the IS results for ApGAN on CIFAR10 with respect to the number of approximated LSBs, and
energy consumption of the convolution layers. The optimal
condition occurs when 2 to 4 LSBs are approximated, which
leads to a relatively high reduction in energy whereas
IS is slightly decreased. Table 1 summarizes ISs of DCGAN, WGAN-CP, and WGAN-GP on CIFAR-10 and STL2. The higher score is better.

full precision
CIFAR-10

TABLE 1: IS values on CIFAR-10 and STL10 Datasets.

information on the quality and variation of the generated
images by using a pre-trained inception V3 [32] network.
The IS’s of generators is calculated by

ISG = exp Ex∼Pg DKL (p(y|x)||p(y))
(6)

ApGAN

5
4
IS 3
2
1
3

STL-10

Datasets: We conduct experiments of ApGAN on several
datasets to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, including MNIST [23], Fashion-MNIST [24], CIFAR10 [25], STL-10 [26], and celeb-A [27]. MNIST is leveraged
as a gray-scale dataset which contains 70,000 28×28 images
of handwritten digits from 0 to 9, 60,000 images for training and 10,000 images for testing sets. Similar to MNIST,
Fashion-MNIST consists of 28×28 gray-scale images but
it includes 10,000 images for each of training and testing
sets to form ten fashion categories. We use CIFAR-10 for
RGB images of size 32×32. It has 60,000 images evenly
distributed in ten distinct classes, in which 50,000 and 10,000
examples are used for training and testing, respectively. In
addition to CIFAR-10, STL-10 is used, which is similar to
CIFAR-10 dataset except that it has 100,000 unlabeled images for unsupervised learning and only 500 labeled images
for training. Finally, we also exploit celeb-A to evaluate
performance quantitatively. It includes 202,559 images of
celebrity faces labeled with 40 different face attributes and
because each image consists of only one face, the quality of
the generated images is readily evaluated.
Evaluation Metrics: According to [30], which includes
extensive studies for highly-used metrics i.e. log-likelihood
to evaluate the performance of NN models, authors showed
there is not necessarily a direct relationship between the
good performance of GANs and the metric(s). Therefore
herein, we use Inception Score (IS) [31] as an evaluation
metric in our experiments, which is leveraged to measure

2.5

IS 2
1.5
1

0

1

2
3
4 0
iterations #10 4

DCGAN

1

2
3
4 0
iterations #10 4

WGAN-CP

1

2
3
4
4
iterations #10

WGAN-GP

Fig. 9: Inception score on CIFAR-10 and STL-10 datasets
leveraging full precision and ApGAN for different GANs.
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Fig. 10: Generated images for various datasets by ApGAN.
10 datasets. In addition to the 32-bit full-precision as the
baseline, ApGAN and three other GANs including ternarized and binarized -weight training are examined. Based
on the obtained results, the full precision WGAN-GP and
WGAN-CP show the best ISs for CIFAR-10 (5.51) and STL10 (3.13) datasets, respectively. Although the IS of our proposed ApGAN degrades roughly by 0.37 (in both examined
datasets) compared to the best results, it shows better scores
than 32-bit WGAN-CP and almost all of the proposed fullyquantized training approaches. Moreover, the training convergence behaviors for all the examined GANs are shown
in Fig. 9. Although the baseline full-precision training has
a faster convergence, our ApGAN achieves comparable IS
results for CIFAR-10 and STL-10.
In addition to the quantitative comparison, Fig. 10 depicts the generated images by ApGAN architectures for five
different datasets as qualitative evidence. The generated
images which look similar to the full-precision DCGAN’s
results verify the performance and functionality of ApGAN.
Figure 11 depicts loss values for both discriminator (D)
and generator (G) networks in full precision, fully-binarized
and ApGAN in Celeb-A dataset. The y and x axes indicate
the loss values and the number of epochs, respectively. As
depicted in the fully-binarized network shown in Fig.11 (b),
after a few epochs for initializing and competition steps,
the convergence process and consequently improvement in
the generated images stop. Nonetheless, for ApGAN, after

initial state, competition starts quickly to improves the quality of the generated images and due to the semi-balanced
binarized structures for D and G, the competition continues
for a sufficient number of epochs. The ApGAN actually
converges in an almost similar manner as the original 32bit full-precision training.
5.2

Hardware Setup and Results

In this section, we estimate ApGAN’s energy-efficiency and
performance and compare it with other feasible GAN accelerators (based on ASIC, SOT-MRAM, ReRAM, and GPU)
based on three GAN architectures (DCGAN, WGAN-CP,
and WGAN-GP). It is clear that the larger chip area is, then
the higher performance for ApGAN and other accelerators
are achieved due to having additional sub-arrays or computational units, albeit the memory die size impacts the
area cost. To have a fair comparison in this work, we report
the area-normalized results (performance/energy per area),
henceforth.
Experiment Setup: To assess the performance of the
proposed accelerator at the circuit-level, we use the SPICE
model for memristors with the Ag-Si memristor device
parameters from [33]. We then combine the SPICE models
of CMOS transistors and memristors under NCSU 45nm
CMOS PDK [34]. To perform the system-level evaluations,
we modified the memory evaluation tool NVSim [35] to
co-simulate with our developed in-house C++ code based

Fig. 11: Value of losses in (a) 32-bit (full precision) DCGAN, (b) fully-binarized DCGAN, and (c) proposed ApGAN.
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Fig. 12: Energy-efficiency evaluation of various platforms
normalized to the area (Y-axis: log scale).

Energy efficiency/Area
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to multi-cycle ASIC and GPU operations as well as the
potential mismatch between data movement and computation in ASIC and GPU methods. Additionally, ApGAN is
1.9× faster than ReRAM method. It is worth pointing out
that ReRAM accelerators suffer matrix splitting owning to
intrinsically-limited bit levels of ReRAM device, thus more
sub-arrays need to be occupied. This can further limit parallelism methods. Additionally, a ReRAM crossbar imposes a
large peripheral circuit overhead due to existing DAC/ADC
and buffers occupying roughly 85% of area [4], [41]. We also
observe that ApGAN achieves ∼ 40% better performance
compared to that of PIM-TGAN platform [29].
Area Overhead: To assess the area overhead of ApGAN
on top of commodity RRAM chip, three main hardware cost
sources must be taken into consideration as shown in Fig.
14(a). First, add-on transistors to SAs; in our design, each SA
requires 2 additional transistors connected to each BL (Fig.
5(c)) to enable in-memory computing; Second, the modified
MRD overhead; we modify each W L driver by adding two
more transistors in the typical buffer chain based on the
method used in [42]. Third, the ctrl’s overhead to control
enable bits; ctrl generates the activation bits with MUX units
with 6 transistors. To sum it up, ApGAN roughly imposes 3
additional rows per sub-array, which can be interpreted as
∼ 2% of memory chip area. The detailed breakdown of area
overhead
is shown in Fig. 14(b).
1e+01
Resource Utilization: We estimated the time fraction at
which1e+00
the computation has to wait for data and on-/off-chip
data transfer limits the performance referred to as memory
bottleneck
ratio for different platforms, as depicted in Fig.
1e-01
15. This evaluation is done through the peak performance
and experimentally
extracted results for each platform con1e-02
8
8
32
sidering a number
of32 memory
access.
We 8observe32 that
WGAN-CP

DCGAN

ApGAN (4b)

ApGAN (3b)

ApGAN (2b)

PIM-TGAN

WGAN-GP

ASIC

ReRAM

GPU

1e+01

Performance/Area
(fr./s/mm2)

on circuit-level results. We configure the memory organization of the sub-arrays with 512 rows and 256 columns
per memory matrix (mat) considering an H-tree routing
method, 2×2 mats per bank, 8×8 banks per group; in
total 16 groups leading to a 512Mb total capacity. For
comparison, a ReRAM-based in-memory accelerator based
on [7] was developed with 256 fully-functional sub-arrays
with the size of 256×256 and eight-bit configurable SAs. To
perform the evaluations, NVSim was extensively modified
to estimate the system energy and performance adopting
its default ReRAM cell file (.cell). We developed a SOTMRAM-based accelerator based on PIM-TGAN [29]. For
the circuit level simulation, a Verilog-A model of 2T1R
SOT-MRAM device is developed to co-simulate with the
interface CMOS circuits in SPICE. Finally, an architecturallevel simulator was built on top of NVSim. To compare the
result with ASIC accelerators, we developed a YodaNNlike [36] design with two 8×8 tiles configuration. Then, the
designs were synthesized using Design Compiler [37] with
45nm technology. The SRAM and eDRAM performances
were calculated using CACTI [38]. We created a comprehensive Verilog model for EPU to interact with our SPICE
circuit code to perform the evaluation. Activation functions
were developed based on lookup-table-based transformations [39] with case-statement codes. Batch normalization
unit generally performs an affine function (y = kx + h) [40],
where y and x represent the corresponding output and input
feature map pixels, respectively. During inference mode, all
the other parameters (k,h) are pre-computed and stored in
ApGAN sub-arrays, therefore, Batch normalization unit can
readily fetch each pixel of input feature map, fed forward
to the batch-norm layer, and write back the corresponding
normalized pixel employing an internal, multiplexed CMOS
adder and multiplier to perform this computation efficiently.
Energy Efficiency: Figure 12 shows ApGAN’s energyefficiency (frames per joule) results implemented by F P C
method for three possible approximation degree (i.e., 2, 3-, and 4-bit) compared with other designs, running a
similar task under two batch size configurations, i.e. 8
and 32. Here, as the batch size gets larger, higher energyefficiency is obtained. We can see that ApGAN-4b has the
highest energy-efficiency normalized to the area, related to
other methods, as a result of its 4-bit approximated, parallel, energy-efficient operations. ApGAN-3b shows ∼2.5×,
13.1×, and 28.6× higher energy-efficiency than that of the
leading ASIC, ReRAM, and GPU-based solutions. This energy reduction arises from three sources: 1) standard Conv
and DeConv operations in the forward path are replaced
with energy-efficient add/sub operations due to binarization, 2) ApGAN’s inter-layer parallelism which massively
reduces the latency of operations and 3) bulk and energyefficient approximated in-memory operations of ApGAN.
Compared to the recent processing-in-MRAM platform in
[29], ApGAN reduces energy consumption by ∼2.3×.
Throughput: Figure 13 compares the ApGAN throughput (frames per second) results for three possible approximation degree (i.e., 2-, 3-, and 4-bit), normalized with
the area, for different accelerators. Based on the results,
ApGAN-3b is 35× and 5.8× faster on average than GPU and
ASIC-64 methods. This efficiency can be related to parallel
and ultra-fast in-memory operations of ApGAN compared
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Fig. 13: Performance evaluation of various platforms normalized to the area (Y-axis: log scale).
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and 5.1× speedup compared to CMOS-ASIC accelerator,
whereas IS is degraded by 11%. Hence, due to the small
add-on
WL and
~1%
control
BL drivers IS degradation and a significant reduction in the hardware
11% 7%
output
aspect, the ApGAN can be a promising weight training
6%
driver
scheme for resource-limited IoT devices. Since in an enmodified
modified
vironment tens to hundreds of IoT nodes are distributed,
decoder
SA
similar approaches which are used in random forest meth36% 39%
ods, majority voters and mean prediction methods, can be
leveraged.

RD

misc

Ctrl

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14: (a) Three main hardware cost sources in ApGAN’s
sub-array. Note: Access transistors and CD are not shown
for simplicity, and (b) Area overhead breakdown of ApGAN.
processing-in-memory solutions i.e. ApGAN, PIM-TGAN,
and ReRAM spend less than 30% time for data transfer and
memory access. But, ASIC and GPU spend over 50% and
90% time, respectively, waiting for the loading data from the
memory. In this way, we can define a resource utilization
ratio for different platforms. We observe that ApGAN-4b
achieves the highest ratio by efficiently utilizing up to 88%
of its computation resources. This number is limited to 5%
for GPUs performing the similar task.
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